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measured up what estrangement from France would involve
for the occupants of an Egypt which was allowed to remain
legally in pawn and in bondage to the Powers at large. They not
only missed the opportunity of altering the country's status after
Tel-el-Kebir; but in 1884, when an Egyptian loan was in the
offing and Baring pressed them to guarantee it, they refused.
The consequence was that the 1885 l°an °f £9 millions was
guaranteed by all the European Powers, and all six of them
obtained seats on the commission of the debt. Now the commis-
sion's powers were such that Egypt could not in the long run be
governed without its consent; and as the French and Russian
commissioners habitually opposed us, it meant that we could not
get on without keeping the Powers of the Triple Alliance—in
primis Germany—on our side. When Lord Rosebery became
foreign secretary in February 1886, Baring put the position to
him in plain words.
'The point', he wrote, *which I venture to press earnestly on your
attention is the necessity of working well with Germany. Berlin and
not Cairo is the real centre of gravity of Egyptian affairs* If we drift
again into the same position in which we were a year ago—that is to
say, into a position in which every Power except Italy is unkindly—
no efforts to put matters right locally will avail; if, on the other hand,
we are well with Bismarck, we have a chance of gradually solving
our difficulties here/1
Such was the hidden bondage into which Gladstone's policy
delivered us. That it did not detract even more than was the
case from our 'splendid isolation' in the period before 1899, may
be ascribed partly to Lord Salisbury's diplomatic gifts, partly to
the unique position of our navy, and not a little to the reputation
which Cardwell's reforms and Wolseley's genius had won for
our army as an overseas striking force.
Gladstone's record in foreign affairs has been the subject of
much controversy. Many revere him as the great champion of
right in international dealings; many others accuse him of sheer
incompetence. There is truth behind both views- The watch-
word of his party was 'Peace, retrenchment, and reform'; and his
own twin passions in politics were for justice and for soundfmance.
* Letter dated 9 February 1686 (quoted in Lord Zetland's Lord Cromtr at p* x 28).
The reference to *a year ago' i* to a period when Bismarck, ia hi» early aspiration*
after coloaicj, had found Gladstone unaccommodating and had applied the screw.
See also Viscount Grey, Twmty»$w* Tears, i. 7-n> for a striking description of the
tame situation six years later.

